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1. Introduction. In this paper, we continue the investigation of the
problem which was initiated in II of [3]. We refer to that paper by II in
the following.
Let Z, N and C mean as usual. We denote byNthesetNU {0}. We
put S(q, a, b) -{[(qn+b)/a] : n∈Z} where [x] denotes the greatest integer
≦x. We take qi, a*∈N with (qi, a;)-1 (i-1, 2). Andweconsider the
following problem :
Determine all (ei, e2) ∈ N for which ei +e2 sequences such as
S(qi, ai,WJ)) 1≦j≦ei andS(q2, a2,b2( }) 1≦k≦e2
can be made mutually disjoint by taking suitable b s.
As shown in II, this problem is reduced to the following one :
Determine all (vi, V2) ∈ N for which vi +V2 sequences such as
(1) S(q,ai,ら(})) 1≦j≦Vi andS(q,a2,ら(k)) 1≦k≦V2
can be made disjoint by taking suitableも's. (We put q- (qi, q2).)
We call (vi, V2) as a d-pair, if the sequences of (1) can be made disjoint.
Here we introduce the following order in N
(2) (m, n)≦(m′, n′) ifandonlyifm≦m′ and n≦n′.
Then our problem is to determine all the maximal d-pairs with respect to
the order (2), for agiven q, an, a2∈Nsuchas (q, ai)-(q, a2)-1.
In II, we gave answers of this problem for some cases, but there
remains several open cases. In this paper, we treat only the case
(3) (ai, a2) -1.
Since the case (ai, a2) > 1 satisfies similar but somewhat different phenom-
ena, we treat the case in another place.
Then as shown in I of [3], (1, 1) is a d-pair for the case (3) if and only if
(4) xai +ya2-q holds with some (x, y) ∈ N2.
Now we take (x。, y。) from the solutions of (4), for which l≦yo≦ai. And
we put h-[xo/a2]. Then we have (xj, yj) (0≦j≦h) which are the solu-
tions of (4) by putting-
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(5) xj-xo-ja2, yj-yo+jai.
As shown in II, the pairs (xj, yj) are the maximal d-pairs. We say a
d-pair (vi, v2) is non-trivial if there exist no j for which (vi, v2)≦ (xj, yj).
And our problem is to determine all the non-trivial d-pairs. Here as shown
in II, non-trivial d-pairs appear only in the case h≧1. Thus we assume
henceforth h≧ 1.
For the case, we separate two cases.
(Case A) Xhai十yoa2≧aia2, (Case B) Xhai +yoa2<aia2.
Case A is rather simple, and we gave a complete answer in II. Namely
under the assumption ai, a.2≧ 2, we have
{(a2j, ai(h-j-1)) : 1≦j≦h)
is the set of all the non-trivial maximal d-pairs. (If either ai or a2-1, we
have Case A and there exist no non-trivial d-pairs.)
On the other hand, the situation is more complicated in Case B. In
this case, by interchanging at and a2 (if necessary), we assume
a2>2xh.
We putテ- ai - yo and define the following numbers :
(6) ai-eテ+fwithe, f∈ZandO≦f≦テ11.
Andweput f-y-f. Notethat (q, ai)-1 implies
(7) (ai, y) -l.
Thus f-0 implies チ-1.
We gave in II the unique maximal non-trivial d-pair (2xi, 2yo) under
the assumption e - h- 1. Since d-pairs satisfy a kind of periodical nature
with respect to h, the case h-1 is essential for our problem. But in II,
we could not give any decisive answer for the case e≧2. In this paper
!
we determine all the d-pairs for h-l, and propose a conjecture for the
case h≧2.
We separate Case B to two cases :
(R) : regular case a2≧Xh(e+1), (S) : singular case a2<Xh(e+1).
Theorem 1. Notations being as above, we assume h-1, e≧2. For
(R)-case, we have the following non-trivial d-pairs.
(xie, ai) and (xi(e+1), yo+f) (i/f>0).
And they are the all of the花on-trivial maximal d-pairs.
For (S)-case, we put w-a2-xie. Then as shown in (23) ofII, w>0.
Here we define two numbers Ri, R2 by
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(8) Ri - Min {wY-xiF: F/Y≦f/y},
Y∈N,F∈N
R2- Min {Wy Xf:W!Ⅹ≧w/xi}.
X,W∈N
Then we see Ri, R2eN. And we take (Yo, Fo) and (Xo, Wo) the smallest
pair which attains Ri and R2 respectively. And in case Ri, R2≧2, we
define the pair (Ri, R2) by
(9)豆i- (X。+Y。)w- (F。+W。)xlf豆2- (F。+W。)テー(X。+Y。)f.
Theorem 2. We assume h-l, e≧2. For (S)-case, we have (a2-Ri, ai),
(a2, ai-R2) (e/f>0) and (a2-豆i, en豆2) {ifRlf R2≧2) as the non-trivial
d-pairs. And they are the all of maximal ones.
Finally we propose the following conjecture for h≧ 2.
Conjecture. For a given triple q, ai, a2 with (q, ai) - (q, a2) - (ai, a2) -
1, the set of all the non-trivial maximal d-pairs is
{(vi+a2j,v2+ai(h-j-1)): 0≦j≦h-1}
where the pair (vi, v2) is taken to be (2xh, 2yo) in case e-1. And for the
case e≧2, they are taken from the pairs given in Theorems 1 and 2 respec-
tively.
We think this conjecture to be very plausible. But we cannot get yet
a complete proof of it. The aim of this paper is to prove Theorems 1 and 2.
2. Definitions and notations. We explain the notations used in II, and
add some more to them. The assertions stated in this section are such
given proofs in II. Thus we give no proof of them. Note that we assume
h-1ande≧2.
(i) For f∈Z and g∈両we write [f, f+g]-{f, f+1, …, f+g}.
This set is called a segment of Z whose length is g+ 1.
(n) For m^N, omdenotes the map from Z to C defined by am(r)-
exp(2πir/m) for r∈Z. We put C(m)-am(Z). For P∈C(m), we say the
coordinates of P is r if am(r)-P and O≦r≦m-1. For two points P,
Q ∈ C(m) whose coordinates are r, s respectively, we define their distance
by Min(|r-s|, m-|r-sl). For S⊂C(m) and t∈Z, we define t(S)-
0m(tam (S)). And IS! means the cardinality of S. In this paper we use
two maps oq and a31 frequently. Thus we denote them simply by o and oj
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respectively.
(iii) The om image of a segment of Z is called a segment of C(m).
The length of it is defined as its cardinality. We call a segment of length
k simply a k-segment. In this paper we frequently treat many segments
of the same length simultaneously. To distinguish them, we define the
coordinates of the segment am([a, b]) by the coordinates of am(b).
We take t∈Z such that
alt=a2 (mod q)
and in the following consider it as fixed.
As shown in II, our problem is equivalent to the following one:
(*) Determine all the maximal pairs (vi, v2) such that there exist disjoint ai-
segments si, s2, --, Sv,of C(q) for which C(qトt( Vi ) contains V2 disjoint
a2-segments.
We consider (*) in the following. We put
(10)萱Sj-AandR(A)-C(q)-t(A)・
Since the property (*) is invariant by a translation of A in C(q), we as-
sume that
si-a([-ai+l,0]).
Definition 1. For nEZ, we take rEZ so that n--yor(mod ai) and
O≦r≦ai-1. We write r-w(n). We put L-{o>(n):1≦n≦y。} and
S-{w(n) : yo+1≦n≦ai}. Furthermore we put p(r)-n if o>(n)-r and
l≦n≦al.
Weput
P(r) -xor十[yor/ai]a2 for r∈Z.
ら(r) -o([P(r), P(r+1)]) and b(r) -ら(r)-a(P(r) U P(r+1))
where O≦r≦a1-1.
Lemma 1. The coordinates set oft(sl) is (P(r) : 0≦r≦ai-1}. And





(iv) For P∈ b(r), we introduce new coordinates which is called the
r-coordinates. Namely if the coordinates of P is P(r) +u, we define the
r-coordinates of P by u. Then the range of u is [1, xi+2a2-1] for r^L
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and [1, xi+a2-1] forr∈S.




Definition 2. We take anai-segment ofC(q) forwhich snsl-φ Then
sis said to bestandardif lt(S)nb (r)I-1 forall0≦r≦ai-1.
Definition 3. We put n(m) -myo+[xom/a2]ai +1 and s(z, m) - α([n(m)
十z-ai, n(m)+z-1]) where l≦Z≦ai-1, 1≦m≦a2-1. We put r(m)
-a2(l-{xom/a2}) where {x}-x-[x]. For O≦m≦a2-1, we put u(z, m)
-a([n(m)+z, n(m)+z+ai-1]). In that the ranges of z are given by
[0, yo] for m with Xi≦丁(m)≦a2 and [0, y。+ai] for m with l≦丁(m)
≦xi-1.
Lemma2. (i) We have t(n(m)+z-1)-P(w(z))=z-(m) (mod q) for
l≦Z≦a1-1andl≦m≦a2-1.
(ii) The set {s(z, m): 1≦Z≦ai-1, 1≦m≦a2-1} is the set of all
the non-standard dn-segments. And the set {u(z, m)} of Definition 3 is the
set of all the standard ai-segments.
3. (の-problem. We first proceed the same way adopted in II to prove
the maximality of (2xi, 2yo) for the case e-h-l. Let (vi, v2) be a non-
trivial d-pair. Then we have
(13) Xi<Vi<Cxi+a.2 and yo<V2<yo+ai.
As noted above, we consider (*). Let A and R(A) be as in (10). We put
Ai -A -Si. And we count the cardinality of the disjoint a2-segments con-
tained in R(A) by separating R(A) to each b(r) n R(A). We put
N(r) - ♯ of disjoint a2-segments contained in R(A) n b(r).
Then by (ll), (12) and (13), we see that N(r)-1 orO. Wesayrisgood
if N(r) - 1, and otherwise say r is overflowed. Let
d - ♯ of non-standard ai-segments contained in Ai.
Then as shown in II, (13) implies Vi -d≦Xi. On the other hand by Lemma
2 (n), we can take at most one disjoint ai-segment from each m. Thus we
have vi-xx≦d≦a2-1.
Lemma3. We take s(z, m). Then the r-coordinates of t(s(z, m)>D











empty for p(r) -yo≦Z≦p(r) -1,
r(m) for p{r)≦Z≦ai-1.
Proof. Easy calculations using Lemma 2 (1).
For l≦z≦ai-1,weput
βZ- 港 ofai-segments s(z, m) ∈Al,
β - 1- ♯ of standard ai-segments in Ai.
Then we have (by including Si)
(14) /?<,+/?! +....+/?a,-1 -Vl.
We consider a necessary condition for N(r) -1. First take r∈S. Then
we see by (ll) that N(r) - 1 implies the inequality
圧(A)nb(r) ≦Ⅹ1-1.
Thus by Lemma 3 (li), we obtain
(15) /?<,- 1+βp(t)+...+/?ai-i+fti +...+/?p(r)-y。-i≦Xi - 1.
0n the other hand for r∈ L, we consider the upper limit of the cardi-
nality of s(z, m) ∈ Ai for which
(16)圧(s(z, m))nb(r)|-2.
If the cardinality is≧1, we take s(z, m) as one of them. And let P and
Q be the two points of t(s(z, m))nb(r). Since the distance of P and Q
is a2+Xi, we see by (ll) that N(r)-1 implies that the a2-segment must
be taken between P and Q. And if there is another s(z′, m')∈Ai with
(16), there is exactly one point of t(S(z', m′)) between P and Q. Hence
using Lemma 3 (1), we see N(r) -1 implies
(17) /?p(r)+ ‥ ….+#。(r)+y_1≦Ⅹ1.
Definition4. We take /9r (0≦r≦a1-1) from両which satisfy (14).
We attach fiT to Oi(r) of C(ai). Here we say that a (ft)-distribution whose
sum-vi is given. For aテーsegment y of C(ai), we put
守(y) -sum offtz withox(z) ∈y.
We denote y(n) theテーsegment whose coordinates is n.
By using these terminology, (15) and (17) become
(18) 守(y)≦Xiwhere y-y(〟(r)-y0-1) for r∈S,
y-y(p(r)+テー1) for ∈L.
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Note that if we make r run through O≦r≦a1-1 in (18), all the y-segments
on C(ai) appears exactly once. Thus for a given (/?)-distribution, we put
苛2- ♯ of y-segments y of C(ai) for which 守(y)≦Ⅹ1.
And we consider the following problem :
(ft) Determine the maximum value of苛2, for a given quadruple (ai, y xi,
vi).
Since (18) is a necessary condition for N(r) -1, we obtain only an
upper bound for maximal non-trivial d-pairs by solving (のBut in some
cases, this upper bounds are attained. And moreover we think (/?) itself
is an interesting extremal problem in combinatorial number theory.
4. A solution of (の-problem. In this section we give a solution of
(の-problem. To state the result, we define the following terminology.
Definition 5. For a given (/?)-distribution on C(ai), we say a yーsegment
y which satisfies (18) is (ft)-good. And otherwise, we say y is (ft)-over-
flowed. A point of C(ai) is called a place. We call the place ai(z) for
which positive fiz is attached as a positive place.
Definition6. Take a, b, c, d∈N and the set U⊂Z forwhich IU!-a.
We arrange the numbers of U as follows.
(19) uo, ui, U2, ‥‥, u。_1.
And we take a monotonously non-decreasing sequence of integers such as
(20) 0-Co≦cl≦C。≦ ‥‥≦Ca-i≦C.
We say U is an F(a, b, c)-sequence (mod d) (or simply an F-sequence), if
by suitably chosen two sequences (19) and (20), the relation
ul=uo+ib-ci(modd) for l≦i≦a-1
holds.
Remark. F-sequences have already appeared in III of [2]. There we
considered the problem to list up all the possible choices of the residue set
tも(J) ≦j≦Vi} and {も(k) ≦k≦v2} of (1), undertheconditions (ai,a2)
=1 and aiVi+a2v2-q. The main result obtained there is that (1) makes
an eventually covering family (ECF) if and only if the residue set {も:} is
an F(v2, -t, Vi-1)-sequence (mod q). From this {も2}, the set {も(J)} is
uniquely determined, and it makes also an F-sequence.
By (7), we take曹∈Z such that Yy…1 (mod ai), and in the following
8
consider it as fixed.
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Definition 7. We take ai([(i-1)y+1, iテ]) and attach 1 to thisテ-seg-
merit. We arrange the y-segment of C(ai) by the order of i. By (7), all
yーsegment appears and the i-th segment is same with the (i+ai)-th one.
We call this cycle the cycle ofターsegments of C(ax).
Lemma 4. Let ai,テe and f be as in (6), and (/?) be a (ft)-distribution
on C(ai) whose sum-e+1. Assume that the distances of any two adja-
cent positive places are≦y Let S be the set of numbers attached to yー
segment yfor which 守(y) -2. Then S is an F(f, Y, e)-sequence (mod ai).
Proof. First assume f-0. Then (7) implies チ-1 and ai-e. By the
assumption of Lemma, all places of C(ai) are positive. And exactly one
place has two points. Since f- 1, we have the assertion of Lemma.
Thus we assume f>0. Since the property considered is invariant by
a translation on C(ai), we assume that ffi(O) is a positive place. And note
that f>O implies, by the assumption of Lemma, that there must be exactly
e + 1 positive places. We arrange the coordinates of them as follows :
ai-Co>Ci>c2>‥‥>Ce
(Namely we consider here the coordinates of tfi(O) as ai.)
We put di-(e+1-i)テーCi. Then d。-f. And by the assumption of
Lemma, we have
f-d。≧dl≧d2≧‥‥≧d。.
We put de+i-O and consider the set I={i: di>di+i, 0≦i≦e}. Let T be
the set ofテーsegments which contain two positive places. Then we see that
the coordinates set of T is
(21) [0,do-di-1]せ[(e+l-i)巨di,(e+1-i)テーdi+i-1]
1≦i≦e
where the first set appears in case O∈I. Thus we see that ITI -f. And
we arrange the coordinates of (21), taking from i-0, 1,2,-・
0,1,・・・,do-di-1,eテ-di,テーd2-1,-・,チll.
Their general form is (e+1-i)テーdi+gi(0≦g,≦di-di^ -1). To obtain
S, we multiply these values by Y. Note that Yf-…e+1 (mod ai) and
Y((e+l-i)y-di+gi)-(e+l-i)-(di-gi)Y. Thus by (6), we have S-
((主di+gi)Y-i: i∈1}. Since O≦i≦e, we have the conclusion ofLemma.
Lemma5. For l≦m≦ト1, wetakes∈ [1,ト1]forwhichm…一夕S
(mod f). Then the coordinates ofai(Ym) is given by
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(22) -s+ [(m+ys)/f](e+l).
And the value of (22) increases monotonously as s increases.
Proof. By (7), we may consider the difference of the y multiple of (22)
and m (mod ai). Thus by (6) wehave
m+ys- [(m+テs)/f](e+l)テ≡n+テs-f[(m+ys)/f] (mod ai).
Since flm+ys, we see the difference…0 (mod ai). Note that the values of
(22) takes 0 for s-0, and an for s-f. Here y≧f implies the last assertion
of Lemma. Thus (22) gives the coordinates of α (Ym).
Lemma 6. For a ((3)-distribution on C(ai) whose sum is
(23) (e+l)xi+l,
we have帝2≦y。. And in the case the equality holds, the set of numbers
attached to the overflowed segments makes an F(チ,管, o)-sequence (mod
ax).
Proof. If f-0, then チ-1 and ai-e. Thus (23) implies that at least
one positive place must be overflowed. And if we attach all (e+l)xi+l
points on one place, we have苛-ai-1-yo.
Henceforth we assume fX), and the cardinality of the overflowed
i-segments is≦亨. We consider the cycle of y-segments. Note that there
exist no e+ 1 serial good y-segments in the cycle. Since if not the case,
the union of theseテーsegments covers C(ai), and it contradicts with (18)
and (23). On the other hand by our assumption, there are at least yo
goodテーsegments. Thus by (6), there happens e serial good yーsegments m
the cycle at least f times. We take one of them. Since the property of
Lemma does not change by translating the numbers on the cycle, we
assume that the serial numbers are [1, e]. Then the union of the places
contained in these segments is ai([l, ey]).
Now by the same reasoning used above, we see that the y-segments
whose places contain ai([ey+ l, ai]) must be overflowed. The coordinates
of theseテーsegments are [0, f]. By using Lemma 5, we arrange these予
segments by the order of their numbers. Then we have
(24) 0,e+1, -s+([ys/f]+l)(e+l) (1≦S≦f-1).
If f-l, thenテ-f+l. Hence we have obtained the desired overflowed y-
segments. And since (24) is 管 multiples (mod ai) of [0, f], we have the
last assertion of Lemma.
Thus we assume f≧2. We put y-kf+m with O≦m≦f-1. First
assume m≧1. We consider the a^image of (24). We see by easy calcu-
lations that the distances of adjacent two points on C(ai) are composed of
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three kinds. Namely they are e+1, (k+1)(e+1) -1 which appears m-1
times and k(e+1) -1 which appearsトm+ 1 times. By the same reason-
ing used above, there does not exist e+ 1 serial goodテーsegments in each
interval. Thus there must be k and k-1 overflowedテーsegments for the
latter two kinds of intervals. Thus the least cardinality of the overflowed
y-segments is
k(m-1)+(トm+l)(k-1)+f+l-チ.
In case m-0, (7) implies f-l. And (24) has only the former two
numbers. For the remained serial numbers [e+2, ai -1], the same rea-
soning used above works and we have the desired result.
For the latter assertion of Lemma for f≧2, we note that from e serial
goodテーsegments, we get f+ 1 serial coordinates of the overflowedテーseg-
ments. And there happens at least f times. Sinceテ-f+f, we conclude
that in order that the cardinality of the union of these overflowedテーseg-
merits is justテthe only possible case is that the coordinates varies one by
one for each e serial goodテーsegments, and the union of the coordinates
makes a yーsegment on C(ai). Thus we see the number set of theseテー
segments makes an F(y, Y, 0)-sequence (mod ai).
Lemma 6 implies that, in considering non-trivial d-pairs, we may as-
sume Vi≦Xi(e+1). On the other hand we showed in II that vi≦a2 and
v2≦ai. And also it is shown in II that
(Min(a2, Xi(e+1)), ai-f) for f>O and (xie, aO
are non-trivial d-pairs. Thus in search for non-trivial maximal d-pairs,
we may restrict the range of (vi, v2) to
(25) Xie≦vl≦Min(xi(e+1),a2) andai一戸≦V2≦al.
5. (丁)-problem. As noted repeatedly, the solution of (の-problem
gives only an upper bound for non-trivial maximal d-pairs. To obtain
the equivalent problem, we must study the r-coordinates of b(r) n t(A)
instead of Ib(r)n t(A)上
The behaviour of t(S) in b(r) differs fairly by whether s is a standard
one or not. Thus in this section we strengthen the difference by using
the notation such as u(豆,氏) and s(z, m).
Lemma 7. Take a standardsegment u(豆,血). Then we have
(i) In case l≦T(氏)≦xi-1, the range of云is [0, y。+ai]. And the
r-coordinates oft(u(豆,氏))n b(r) are
(





(ii) In case r(氏)≧xi, the range of云is [0, yo]. And the r-coordinates
oft(u(豆,良))nb(r) is r(血) +a2forp(v)≦云≦y。, andt{血) forO≦云≦p(r)
-1.
Proof. Easy calculations using Lemma 2 (i).
Let A (or Ai) be a set of union of ai-segments which satisfies (*) with
(25). Assume Ai contains u(会,血) with Xi≦T(血). Then by Lemma 7 (ii)
and (ll), we see that all r∈S is overflowed. Thus we have only a trivial
d-pair, and for u(豆,血) in Ai we have
l≦r(氏)≦x,-l.
And also by (i) of Lemma 7 and tai=&2 (mod q), we see that we can take
at most one u(喜,氏) ∈Ai from each血.
We arrange the non-standard an-segments s(z, m) ∈ Ai by the order
of z as follows:
1≦zl≦Z2≦・-・≦zd≦a1-1.
And we put mi for which s(zi, mi)∈Ai. We take a fixed r and study the
distribution of r-coordinates set of b(r) nt(A).
(a) Firsttake r∈S: Notethaty。+1≦p(T)≦al.
We consider the following two segments on C(ai).
W,-a,([l,^(r) -yo-1]), Wn-al([p(r), ai-1]).
(In case 〟(r)-y。+l, W,-φ and W,I-φ for 〟(r)-ai.) We denote by
ri in symbolic those r(nii) for which oi(zi) ∈ Wi and use zu for r(rrii) with
a (z.)∈Wo.
And for the standard segment u(豆,血) ∈Ai, we separate云to two
parts. We use also a similar symbolic notation, and put
テf or r(血) with云∈[O,p(r)-1],
テf or r(也) with云∈0(r),ax+yo].
Then by Lemmas 3 and 7, we have the set of r-coordinates of b(r)nt(A)
as follows :
(26) 0,テTn,Ti+xi,テii+a2, a2+xi.
Hence if N(r) - 1, the r-coordinates of the a2-segment taken from R(A)
must he between Max(O,テrii) and Min(ti+xi,チ+a2, a2十xi). Thus the
criterion for N(r) - 1 with respect to r∈ S is
(27) Min(r, +xi,テii +a2, a.2+Xi) -Max(O,チ, rn) ≧8L2+1.
We put iii the cardinality of r∈ S such as (27) holds.
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(b) For r∈ L, we consider the following three segments on C(ai).
Wt -al([l,p(r)-1]),Wn-ai([p(r),p(r)+テー1]),
Wui -*i(|>(r) +チ, ai-1]).
We define ri, tu, Tin as in the similar way with (a). Namely
n-{r(m,): ztJWi} etc.
For u(豆,血)∈ Ai, we serarate云to three parts and denote
?i for云∈[O,p(r)-1],チ for云∈[>(r)fp(r)+ai-1],
テfor云∈0(r)+ai,an+yo].
Then by Lemmas 3 and 7, we have the r-coordinates of b(r)nt(A) :
(28) 0,テI, Tu, Fill, fii +a2, Tn+a2+xi,ti+a2+Xi,チ+2a2, 2a2+Xi.
From (28) we see that if N(r) - 1, it is necessary that
(29) Min(丁王i +a2+xi) -MaxTII≧a2+ l.
We put ii2 the cardinality of r∈L such as (29) is satisfied. And we
consider the maximum value of ui + U2. After that we show this maximum
value is attained as v2.
Now as in §4, we interpret our problem to a nature of points distri-
bution on C(ai).
Take aテーsegment y of C(ai) for which y事<7i(0). And we define
(30) V(y) - {the variation ofr(mi) for which a M∈y} +i.
(If there exist no such zi, we put V(y) -1.)
By (30), (29) is interpreted as V(y)≦xi for y-y(/o(r) +テー1).
Here we note the following three facts.
(L-1) For a given d, to make the value u2 maximal, we may assume
that T's are arranged monotonously. Namely
(31)丁(mi)<r(m2)<-・<丁(md) orr(mi)>丁(m2) - r(md).
(し2) The value u2 is invariant by translating the values of T's simul-
taneously, or by reflecting in (31).
(L-3) If |r(mi) -r(md)I is made smaller, we obtain larger (at least
not smaller) value of 112.
Now we consider ui. We note the following three facts.
(S-1) For u(豆,血)∈Ai, we have O≦云≦yo or ai≦豆. Thusテi and
fii in (26) does not alter for all r∈S. Since if we assume that u-u(喜,
血)∈Ai for which yo+1≦云≦ai-1,モii+a2 of (28) appears for all r∈L.
And r(氏)≦Ⅹ1-1 implies that it lies nearly at the centre of b(r). This
fact makes difficult to have N(r) -1 for r∈ L. And we have only a d-pair
which does not satisfy (25). To ascertain that we may proceed as follows.
(i) Let list up the ax-segments s such that R({u, s, Si}) contains ai-f
(or more) disjoint a2-segments. Then we see that the coordinates of s
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must lie in a segments near to a(n(m)) with l≦r(m)≦Xi -1, and mキ血.
(ii) And it is easily seen that we can take at most two disjoint ai-
segments from each m. Thus we have vi≦2xi -2.
(S-2) To make ui larger, we may assume by L-3 that f's are taken
so thatテii+a2-[a2+xi-Ci, a2+Xi-1] and チ -[1, C2] for which Ci+c2-
ft。-1. Andtaker'ssothatrn>f andvi+xiテ+a2.
(S-3) To make ui larger, we must take rt of (26) large, and rn small.
And arrange them monotonously.
Summing up the above discussions, and L-2, we assume henceforth
that the distribution of r is as follows
(32)チ- [1, /?。-1]<r(md)<r(md-i)<・・・・<r(mi)≦a2-1.
Now we consider Si as a standard ai-segment, and attach all standard
segment of A to o¥(0).
We define V(y) for y ∋oi(0) as follows:
We separate y into two parts.
yi-yn*l([l,チ-1]) andy2-ynOi([ai-チ+1, ai]).
If yi contains a positive place, we put
(33) V(y)- Max (r(ms),#,-1)- Mm r(mt)+a2+1.
oi(zs)e y2 oi(zt)e yi
Otherwise we put
(34) V(y)- Max (r(m.),#,-1)+1.
oi(zs)^ y2
By using these definitions, (27) is interpreted as
V(y)≦xi fory-y(〟(r)-y0-1).
To clear up our situation, we formulate our problem (t) :
We take two sequences composed of vi integers such that
(35) ≦zl≦Z2≦・・-・≦zvj-ai,
a2-1≧Tl≧T2> -->rvl-0.
And attach zr(l≦r≦Vi) to oi(r), and make the pair (zj, ri). We say in
this situation a (r)-distribution is given. And we define V(y) for a y-
segment of C(ai) by (30), (33) and (34), where
β0- ♯ ofiwithZi-ai.
And we put
v2- ♯ ofテーsegments y which satisfies V(y) ≦Ⅹ1.
(t) For a given quadruple (ai, a2, Xi,チ), we consider all the (r)-distribu-
tion of (35). (Note that by its definition s12≧Vi.) Then determine all the
maximal pairs (vi, V2) ∈ N2.
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D3-{(t, u)∈Z2: t∈N, u∈両and ily≧u/t}.
Then the condition imposed to Ri (resp. R2) is that IOAPiI (resp. lOBP2|)
takes the minimum value where Pi (resp. P2) runs through D3 (resp. Di).
We consider the set T- {(Si, S2)} ⊂ N which satisfies
(i) a<Ri andS2<R2)
(ii) With suitably taken (g, gi)∈N , we have
(39) Si-gw-giXi and S2-giyーgf.
As easily seen, T- φ if either Ri orR2-1.
Lemma 8. //Tキφ then T has the minimumpair.
Proof. We prove that T is linearly ordered by (2). Let take two pairs
(&, S2) and (SI, Ss) inT,whicharegotbyG-(g,gi) andG'-(g′ gi) m
(39) respectively. Then by the minimality of Ri and R2, we see G and G′
are in D2. Assume that no order relation holds between (Si, S2) and (SI,
S2). Without loss of generality, we assume Si<Si'and S2>Ss. Note that
(38) implies gキg′, and either G<G′ or G>G′ holds.
First assume G<CG'. We take e-G′-G. Note that S2>S2 implies
(grad.ofOG)<f/チ. ThusG∈D3. Weconsider IOAe ThenbyG∈D2,
wehave
f/y<grad. of GG′ <W!Ⅹ1.
Thus OAe OAG'上Since 2|OAGつRi and e∈D3, we reach to a
contradiction. In case G′<G, we reach a contradiction with the mini-
mality of R2.
We put戸-Pi+P2, and define (豆1,豆2) by (9).
Lemma 9. Assume that Tキφ Then (Ri, R2) is the minimum element
T.
Proof. First we show that the parallelogram OPi戸P2 contains no lat-
tice points inside or on the sides except for its vertices. We assume X。≧
Yo. We use the following Figure 1.
First note that if (0, 1) is in OLi, then (1, 1) lies as an inner point of
△OLIP2. And it contradicts (38). Thus by the definition of P2 and X。,
△OLIP2 contains no lattice points except for O and P2. Thus △OL2P2
contains no lattice points except for O and P2. Since if it contains a lattice
point Qi, then we take lattice point Q2 in △OLIP2 so that OQIP2Q2 makes
a parallelogram. Then Q2∈ △OLIP2, and we see Q2-O or P2.
Now by the definition of Pi and the assumption X。≧Yo, we see that
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Figure 1.
the lattice points contained in △OPIP2 are its vertices only. And if there
exists a lattice point Q3 in △PIP2戸we take Q4 so that PIQ2P2Q4 makes a
parallelogram. Then Q4 ∈ △OPIP2. Thus we have the aimed conclusion.
In case that Yo>Xo, we take L3 in the u-axis so that PIL3〟k. Noting
that the grad of k<1 and Yo≧2, we see that (1, 0)隼△OL3Pl. Hence we
obtain the same conclusion by a similar reasoning used above. Thus we
have
(40) YoWo - XoFo - l.
Now we return to the assertion of Lemma. By (9) we see that豆-Ri
+(X。w-W。xi). Thus we have豆1≦Ri. Note that (xi, w)-1. Hence the
minimality of (Xo, Wo) implies that the equality holds if and only if P2-A.
Thus by (40) we have Ri-1. This implies T- φ. Namely the assumption
ofLemmaincludes豆Ri and豆<R2. Ifweassume戸∈Di (or戸∈D3),
we get a contradiction with the minimality of R2 (resp. Ri). Thus we have
(豆1,豆2)∈T.
Assume that (豆1,豆2) is not minimum, then by Lemma 8, there exists
a smaller element in T. Let G-(g, gi) be the pair of (39), which corre-
sponds to this element. We have
(41) 0<IOAGl≦10A戸andO<|OBG ≦10B戸上
Since G ∈ D2, (41) implies that G is contained in the parallelogram OP2戸pl.
Being G cannot be a vertex, we reach a contradiction with our former
Disjoint sequences generated by the bracket function El
conclusion.
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ForQ- (t, u) with t>Oandu≧0,weput
(42) λ(Q) -λ(t, u)-et+u.
Lemma 10. We have the following three inequalities.
(i) λ(Pi)≦Min(ai, a2-Ri),
(ii) λ(P2)≦Min(ai, a2)
(iii) //Tキφ, thenλ(戸)≦Min(ai, a2-豆1).
Proof. First we consider the value ofλ(t, u) for
(43) E-{(t, u) : 0≦u/t≦1, ¥f十u2-l}.
We put x(t, u)-A(t) for (t, u)∈E. Then we have 1/√豆≦t≦1. And
A{V*J‾2) - (1 +e)/¥f‾2. And for W盲≦t≦e/v 1 +e2, A(t) increases monot-
onously as t increases. A(t) has its maximum valueVl+e at t-e/訴了首.
And A(t) decreases monotonously as t increases. And A(l) -e. Thus for
Qi, Q2∈E, we have
/^^、 λ(Qi)^V2(l+e2)
(44) `; )芸⊥く≦
λ(02 e+1 fore≧3 and≦砦fore-2.
Now returning to the assertion of Lemma, we note that
(i) ai-λ(B) and a2-λ(A). And A, B, Px, P2 and戸are allcontained
in {(t, u) : 0≦u!t≦1}. (About P2, we note that (1, 1) lies on the bound-
ary. Thus the minimality of R2 and Xo implies our assertion.)
(ii) By (38), we see thata2-豆i>&2-Ri>exi. Thus wehave
-:lr- ¥1三三・a2 a2
(iii) From (44), we have 2e/(e+1)>λ(QO/λ(Q2) for every Qi, Q2∈E.
By these three facts, we see that if
(45) 2|OPil (resp.210P21,210戸I)≦ 10Al,
wehave
λ(pi) (resp.λ(P2), A(ラ))<a2-Ri (resp. a2, a2-豆l).
And also the corresponding results hold with respect to IOPI 's and IOBl
andai.
Now we proceed to the proof of Lemma. We use Figure 2. Our plan
of Proof is as follows.
(a) We try to get (45) by comparing- the area of triangles which
appear in Figure 2. Here note that by (40), lOPIP2|-IOPl戸1-IOP2戸l-
1/2. And the area of other triangles are half integers.
(b) For the case that fails (a), there is a relation between the points
rc
of Fig. 2. Using it, we deduce
the conclusion.
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We explain the process tak-
ing the inequality メ(戸)≦a。一
豆1.
(a) Since戸appears in
case Ri, R2≧2, we have Piキ
A and P2キB. We compare
Figure2.
IOP2Al and IOPP2I (-1/2).
If IOP2Ai≧1, then by the relations
2|OP2A|-10AI OP21sin∠P2OA and ∠P2OA ∠P2OP,
wehave lOAI>210戸上
(b) If |OP2A|-1/2, step (a) fails. But in this case, Pi,戸and A lies
on a line. Thus we have
A-Pi+α(戸-Pl)-pl+αP2.
So we have a2-λ(Pl)+αλ(P2). By (40), we have α-R2 (≧2). Thus we
have the desired inequality.
Very similar reasonings work for other inequalities.
7. (E)-process. For a given (z)-distribution, we arrange the positive
places starting from P0 -oi(O) to the negative direction of C(ai) as follows.
(46) Po, Pi, -・- , -Tm-1.
Note that we may assume for the maximal (r)-distribution that t's attached
to the same positive place are taken as a serial numbers. Thus we assume
it henceforth. And we define (and call it a leap) :
Min u- Max rt-1(O^i^m-1).
(zs) -R十l a1(zt) -Pi
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easily seen we have
V(y) -V(P,f Pt).
Thus we henceforth study V(Pu, Pu+S) as the main target.
We consider the following process :
(E) We start from a positive place Pi。 and proceed to the negative direc-
tion on C(ai). Take Pi, such that
(47) V(Plo, PO >xl and V(Plo, P.,-0≦Ⅹ1.
We denote this situation by Pi。→ Pi,. Note here that for a (丁)-distribution
which corresponds to a non-trivial d-pair, it must hold βi≦X! for all
0≦i≦a1-1. Since if fts>xi, theテーsegments which contain ai(s) are all
overflowed. Thus we have v2≦y。. By this fact we have Pi。キPij. And we
continue the process by starting from Pi, and so on. After that we have a
chain of positive places on C(ai) such as
G(r) Pit→Pll-Pi2→--
Since the cardinality of positive places is finite, we obtain a cycle in the
chain. Let E(r) be one of them. We consider it in the following as fixed.
E(丁) Pi,→Pj2→-・→Pjk→Pj.→--
Assume that all Pj's which appear in E(z-) are all different. We call k the
number of steps of E(r). We put g the number which is defined as follows.
By starting from Pj, of E(丁), we come back to Pj: after going around C(ai)
just g times. Then we have
k k
(48) ∑ V(PJu, Pjuナ1--1) + ∑ L(Pi。-i, PJu) -ga2.
u=1 U-1
We put the latter term of the left hand side of (48) as L[E(丁)]. Since P了s
are all different, we have
(49) L[E(r)] ≦a2-Vl.
8. Attainability of the d-pairs of Theorem 2. We construct the aimed
(t)-distribution by making so that E(r) is the total chain G(丁). Namely we
make (r) with k positive places. Since there is much similarity in the
method to construct the three d-pairs given in Theorem 2, we use the same
terminology which is to be interpreted by the following table :
Tablel.
case d-p airs k rl r2 g
(a) (az- R i,aO λPi R 1 0 Y 0
(b ) (a2,ai- R 2) λp2 0 R 2 Ⅹ0
(C) (a2一豆,a,- 豆2) λ(戸) 豆1 豆2 X o+ Y o
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We first determine the coordinates of the positive places. We define
ui for the former two cases.
(a) ui-X。-OY。withl≦ul≦Y。,0∈両
(b) m-Y。-OX。withl≦ul≦X。 ∈両
And we put s-Y。fテF。. Here s-2|OPiB上Hence s∈両. Using these
terms, we define <f(m) (0≦m≦k- 1) respectively for three cases of Table




Lemma ll. The positive places on C(ai) whose coordinates are given
by (50) satisfy the following property :
The cardinality of theテーsegments which contain g+ 1 positive places
is r2. And all otherテーsegments contain at most g positive places.
Proof. The reasoningl of the proof is very similar for three cases.
Thus we show it by treating- Case (b). We assume f>0. Namely y≧2.
First note that either s or ♂ is positive. Since if not the case, we have
B-Pi and Yo"<Xo. Hence we reach to a contradiction with (40), by noting
y≧2. Thus <f(m) increases monotonously as m increases. Now we as-
certain that (50) gives a coordinates set on C(ai). Since (f(0)-0, we
calculate <f(k-1). For that we consider <f(eXo) and <f(Wo). Here using
(40), we have
(51) Wou! - 1=WoY0-1=0 (mod Xo).
By (51), we have <f(Wo)-f+R2. It is easy to see<f(eXo)-ey. Now again
by (51), we have
(52) <f(k) -<f(eXo) +<f(Wo) -al +R2.
From this value we have <f(k-1) -ai- (OR2+s). Hence (50) gives a coor-
dinates set.
Now we note the relation
(53) e(u+Xo) -<f(ii) -テf or all u∈Z.
Hence by (52), we have ai-I(k-Xo) -テーR2. Thus the y-segments whose
coordinates are [0, R2-1] contains Xo+1 positive places. Since their
cardinality is R2, it is sufficient to ascertain that all otherテーsegments
contains Xo positive places.
For that we note by (51), we have uik=1 (mod Xo). Thus by using
(ui, Xo) - 1, we see that the relation
ffi(f(u+k)) -al(f(u)) for l≦u≦X。-1
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holds. Thus we obtained the aimed assertion by (53).
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Starting from oi(O) and proceeding to the negative direction on C(ai),
we put the k places given in Lemma ll as follows :
(M) M。(-ffi(O)), Mi, M2, Mk-i.
As usual we consider the indices of M by modulo k. And to treat the
leaps, we put the number i+1/2 to the intermediate part of Mi and Mi+i.
We put豆2-a.2-ri. And we distribute豆2 points and n leaps on M by the
following rules :
(P) Put theu-thpointonMug (0≦u≦豆2-1),
(L) Put the j-th leap at the intermediate part whose number is
(豆2-1)g+l/2+j(g-1) (1≦j≦ri).
And we count the points and leaps given at each places.
Lemma 12. By the above process, M satisfies
(54) V(Mi, Ml+g-1)≦Xi for all0≦i≦k-1.
Proof. The reasoning used for (a) and (c) is entirely same. Note
that we have
(55) a2g - ri - kxi.
And by Lemma 10, we see that each places has at least one points. Hence
all place of M is positive. And (55) means that the final leap is put at
between Mk- and Mk一g寸We show in our case, all relations of (54) are
the equality.
We consider V(Mu+i, Mu+g) -V(Mu, Mu+g-i). Then by its definition,
the difference is
?u+g-/?u) +L(Mu+g-i, Mu+g) -L(Mu, Mu+i).
We consider the process (P) first. If Mu has a point, then Mu+g has the
next point. Next at the join from (P) to (L), if Mu has a point then a
leap is put between Mu+g-i and Mu+g. And after that, leaps are put to
u+g- 1/2 and u+1/2 simultaneously. And as noted above, this process
is nicely jointed at the final step. Thus we see V(Mi, Mi+g-i) is a constant.
By (55), it must be xi.
Next we treat (b). In this case we have
(56) a2g - kxi - (xiWo - Xow).
Here XiW。-X。w-21OAR ∈両First we show in this case the value of
V(Mi, Mj+g-i) differs at most one. To show it, we map the indices of M
to C(k). For a g-segment g ofC(k), we put
P(g)-the sum of ♯ of points put on Mi withαk(i)∈gby (P).
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Sincerx-Ofor (b), we have V(Mi, Mi+g- )-P(g) for g=g(i+g-1). Now
we consider the variation of P(g) by operating (P) with u-0, 1, -. Then
at the u-th step, we see easily that
P(g)-p(g′)+1 forCood (g)∈[0, Res(u十l)g-1],
Cood (g')e[Res(u+1)g, k-1],
where we putRes m-v form∈Nifl≦Ⅴ≦kandm=v (modk). Now
by (56), we see that P(g) is
X! - [(xIWo-Xow)/k] or xi- [(xjWo-Xow)/k] -1.
We combine the above two Lemmas, and obtain a (r)-distribution which
corresponds to the d-pair (a2-n, an -r2).
9. Maximality of the d-pairs. We prove in this section the maximahty
of the d-pairs given in Theorems 1 and 2. We start with general remarks.
By (25), we may consider the pairs such that
(57) vi≧xie+ 1.
For a given (丁)-distribution, we take a cycle E(r). Let it be as
E(r) Pj,→Pj2→・・-→PJk-Pjl→-・
We define the rotation number g as defined in §7.
Here we consider the cardinality of steps for each one round of C(aO
by operating (E)-process to E(r). We note two facts
(i) By (47) and (57), we need at least e+1 steps to go around C(ai).
(ii) On the other hand, we must reach or pass over the starting place
by e+1 steps. Since if it is not the case, we see by (47) that there must
be at least ((e+1)チ+ 1) -ai-f+1 overflowedテーsegments. It contradicts
to(25).
Hence we have the relation
(58) k-gi(e+1) +g2e with gi+g2-g and gi∈N.
And we have by (47) the following inequality :
{the sum of V(PJu, Pju十,-0 for l≦u≦k)≦kxi.
We denote L[E(丁)] simply by L. By (48), we have
a2g-kxi≦L
Then by sustitutmg (58), we have
(59) gw - gixi≦L
Lemma 13. For (R)-case, we take a (r)-distribution with
xj(e+1)≧vl≧Ⅹ1e十1.
Then we have at least f overflowed yーsegments. And in the extremal case,
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the numbers put to these yーsegments make an F(f, Y, e)-sequence (mod ai).
Proof. First we prove that the only possible type for (R)-case is
g-gi-1. Assume g≧2. Then g2>0. Since ifg2-0, as noted above, we
must actually pass over the starting place. And E(丁) cannot be a cycle.
We put a2-xi(e+1)+α (α≧0). Then by (59), we have L≧g2Xl+αg・
On the other hand L must be≦&2-Vi. Hence we have
g2Xl+αg≦Ⅹ1+α-1.
SiIlce g2≧1, we reach a contradiction. Thus we have g-gi-l. Namely
k-e+1. And we obtain the assertion of Lemma by Lemma 4.
Lemma 14. For (S)-case, the d-pairs given in Theorem 2 are the all
of noγレtrivial maximal d-pairs.
Proof. Since the non-triviality is clear, we consider about their maxi-
mality. As easily seen, (a2, ai) cannot be a d-pair. And vi≦a2 and v2≦al.
Thus there exist maximal d-pairs of type (a2-ui, ai) and (a2, ai -U2) with
ui, U2∈N. Nowwe show ui-Ri and112-R2.
(a) First we treat (a2-ui, ai). In this case, all チ-segments must be
good. Thus in E(r), the distance of Pju and Pju十must be≧夕. And as the
total inequality, we have ky≦ gan. By substituting the values given in (58),
we have giy≦gf. Namely gi/g≦f/y. On the other hand by (59), we have
gW-giXi≦L≦ui. Thus by considering Y-g and F-gi, we have the
desired assertion. (Note that in our discussion gi must be in N. But by
allowing F-0, we make the pair (xie, ai) to join in the competition. That
saves the case that there is no pair with vi≧Xie+ 1 and V2-ai.)
(b) (a2, ai-u2). In this case there are no leaps. Thus by (59) we
have gw-giXi≦0. Assume that the distance of Pju and Pju+1 is y-m with
m∈ N. Then the y-segments which contains these places must be over-
flowed, and their cardinality is m. Thus we have
u2≧kyーaig-giy-fg.
We have the desired assertion by considering g-X and gi -W in (8).
(c) Finally we consider maximal d-pairs of type (a2-Ui, ai -112) with
O<ui<Ri and O<ii2<R2. By the same reasoning used in (a) and (b),we
have
ul≧gw- xigi and ii2≧glyーfg.
We put (Si, S2)-(gw-xigi, giテーfg). We consider (g, gi)∈N2. By the
discussion used in §6, we see that (g, gi) cannot be contained in DiUD。.
Thus we have (Si, S2) is contained in T of §6. Now by Lemma 8, the
minimum value of Si and S2 are attained simultaneously. And by Lemma
24
9, they are Ri and R2.
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Now collecting the results of §8 and §9, we obtain easily a proof of
Theorems 1 and 2. (N.B. If f-0, wehave yo-an-1, and R2-l for (S)-
case. Hence (a2, ai - 1) is a trivial d-pair.)
10. Concluding remarks. We conclude this paper with a few remarks.
(1) For the case h≧2, the existence of the d-pairs given in Conjecture
in §1 can be fairly easily ascertained. But we cannot overcome a gap in
the proof of their maximahty. For the sake we have to investigate the
nature of standard segments more closely. (In case h-1, the main dif-
hculty comes from the non-standard ones.)
(2) In Lemma 13, we clarified the structure of the overflowed yー
segments. But for (S)-case, we have not studied the corresponding results.
So far as judged from examples, there exists a similar structure theory
for (S)-case also. And on the other hand, there exists a similar structure
theory for leaps. Of course, the original problem has a symmetry with
ai and a2. This symmetry is broken by the condition a2>2xh. But there
is some dual property between n and r2 for (S)-case.
(3) In this paper, we restricted our study of (の-problem only for the
necessary parts to solve our problem. But we thmk (の-problem to be
interesting as an extremal problem in combinatorial number theory. We
hope to return to (のand the problem mentioned in (2) in another place,
with this framework.
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